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Divorce in a socially monogamous mammal: evidences 
supporting the “Forced divorce hypothesis” 
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Family structure:Data collection:

Dominants: 
reproductive couple

reproduction every year, up to 
8 years with the same mate

Subordinates:  
non reproductive adults

yearlings 

Pups of the year

Facultative dispersal at 2-3 year old

Divorce: 
Social partner change in monogamous species. 

Forced divorce hypothesis: 
→ Intrusion of a third individual, dominant over the ousted partner 

Better option hypothesis:
→  Re-mate with a better quality 

partner

Incompatibility hypothesis:
→  Re-mate with a more compatible 

partner

•Previous reproductive success should affect probability of divorce
•Reproductive success should increase after re-pairing

B) Divorce as a result of intrasexual competition

•Previous reproductive success should not affect the probability of divorce
•Reproductive success of the divorced individual should not increase after
re-pairing.

A) Divorce as an adaptive strategy  to maximize 
individual fitness in case of non optimal mating.  

Hypotheses:

Natural population 
studied since 1990

La Grande Sassière, Vanoise
National Park, French Alps

Does previous reproductive success affect 
the probability of divorce?
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Figure1: Probability to divorce
from one year to another as a
function of the number of pups
produced the previous year.
(generalized linear mixed model,
p=0.69)

Is the new mate of better quality than the 
previous mate?

Other variables tested: 
•Body weight
paired T test: pmales = 0.28, pfemales=0.65.
•Heterozygosity
paired T test: pmales = 0.94, pfemales=0.45.
•Tibia size (as indicator of body size)
paired T test: pmales = 0.76, pfemales=0.06.

Figure3: Age difference between the
previous mate and the new mate of the
divorced individual (mean ± SE ), paired T
test: pmales<0.001, pfemales<0.001.

Figure4: Difference in genetic similarity
(Identity) between the divorced
individual and its previous mate and its
new mate. (mean ± SE ), paired T test:
pmales=0.71 pfemales=0.63.
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Is the new mate more genetically compatible 
than the previous mate?

Does reproductive success increase after 
re-mating?

Figure2: Difference of pups produced
with the previous mate and the new
mate. (mean ± SE ), paired T test:
pmales=0.72, pfemales=0.36.
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→ No relationship 
between previous 

reproductive success and 
divorce probability

→ Reproductive success 
of the divorced individual  

does not increase after 
re-mating

→ New mates are younger 
than previous mates

→ New mates are not more 
genetically compatible than 

previous mates
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Social mate change results from the intrusion of a younger individual that outcompetes the current dominant.

What’s next? Investigation of mechanisms involved in access to dominance and persistence of dominant
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